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Welcome to a world of secret societies and arranged menage marriages. Pick up the first four books in the bestselling

Trinity Masters series in this exclusive boxed set.

Elemental Pleasure

A dangerous Marine. A tech genius. And a brilliant scientist.

When Carly Kenan joined the secretive Trinity Masters in college, she received entrée to an exclusive club that gave

her access to wealth and power. But there’s a price all members must pay—they accept an arranged marriage, between

not two, but three people.

Primal Passion

An FBI agent. A billionaire CEO. And a virgin scientist.

Deni Parker doesn’t have time for anything but her cutting-edge scientific work, and that’s how she likes it. When

she’s called to the altar—years ahead of what she expected—Deni’s more than a little unprepared to meet her

husbands, Gunner and Price. Three strong personalities clash—in the bedroom and out of it—but Price and Gunner

have to put aside their overprotectiveness, and Deni must put aside her pride, when someone tries to stop her

research—with deadly methods.
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Scorching Desire

A reformed spy. A respectable lawyer. And a renowned playboy.

When Damon Corso is blackmailed it’s not just his career that’s in jeopardy, but the existence of the Trinity

Masters–America’s oldest and most powerful secret society. He and fellow member Marco, a world famous playboy

musician, enjoy sharing women, a secret that until now they’ve kept quiet. Tasha is the reformed spy sent to help

them...and marry them. The men must trust their futures to the unexpectedly innocent woman. Blackmail escalates

to violence, and they’ll have to trust and accept one another if they’re going to survive.

Forbidden Legacy

An enigmatic leader. A talented doctor. And the man who can bring them together.

Harrison Adams has served as leader of the Trinity Masters for a decade. He’s always placed the group above his own

needs—even when it comes to the one woman who calls to him. When a dangerous threat to the secret society

surfaces, Harrison sets a plan in motion that could save the organization, but it comes with a price.
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